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Case No. 09-1745 

  
RECOMMENDED ORDER 

 
 Upon appropriate notice this matter came on for formal 

hearing before P. Michael Ruff, a duly-designated Administrative 

Law Judge of the Division of Administrative Hearings in 

|||||||||||, Florida.  The hearing was conducted on June 22, 

2009, and the appearances were as follows: 

APPEARANCES 

For Petitioner:  || ||| ||| || 
                 |||||||| || ||||||) 

 
For Respondent:  Jonathon Grabb, Esquire 
                 Office of the General Counsel 
                 Agency for Persons with Disabilities 
                 4030 Esplanade Way, Suite 380 
                 Tallahassee, Florida  32399-0950 
 
                 Brian McGrail, Esquire 
                 Office of the General Counsel  
                 Agency for Persons with Disabilities 
                 4030 Esplanade Way, Suite 380 
                 Tallahassee, Florida  32399-0950 

 



STATEMENT OF THE ISSUE 

The issue to be resolved in this proceeding concerns 

whether the Agency for Persons with Disabilities (Agency) 

properly denied the Petitioner's request for exemption from 

disqualification from being employed in a position of trust or 

responsibility, pursuant to Section 435.07, Florida Statutes 

(2008). 

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

This dispute arose when the Agency denied an exemption request 

made by |||| (Petitioner), by a denial letter dated March 6, 

2009.  |||| had requested an exemption from disqualification 

from employment in a position of trust and responsibility, 

concerning an earlier criminal charge and guilty plea.  On March 

23, 2009, the Petitioner requested a formal administrative 

hearing and the matter was referred to the Division of 

Administrative Hearings and the undersigned Administrative Law 

Judge.  The hearing was duly noticed and conducted on June 22, 

2009, in |||||||||||, Florida. 

The cause came on for hearing as noticed.  |||| testified on his 

own behalf and presented the testimony of his mother, ||||| and 

|||||||||| || ||||||, the Director of the Adult Day Program at 

the ||||||| ||||||||||| |||||||||||||| ||||||, Inc.  The Agency 

presented the testimony of Lynne C. Daw, the Area Two 

Administrator, as well as the testimony of Shereka Korokous, a 
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governmental consultant.  The Petitioner introduced ||| Exhibit 

A, which was admitted into evidence, and the Respondent Agency 

introduced its Exhibits A, B, C, D, E, F, and G, which were 

admitted into evidence.  Upon conclusion of the proceeding, the 

parties elected to submit Proposed Recommended Orders which have 

been received and considered in the rendition of this 

Recommended Order. 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

1.  The Petitioner, |||., became involved in a physical 

altercation with ||| older sister in 2004.  The testimony of 

||||| the Petitioner's mother, corroborates that of the 

Petitioner and establishes that the sister, ||||| provoked the 

altercation wherein the Petitioner struck ||| sister.  Both were 

adults at the time.  |||| was approximately 40 years of age and 

the Petitioner was in ||| early to mid-twenties.  The Petitioner 

apologized to |||. and attended anger management classes.  || 

has been contrite and candid in admitting ||| error and in 

seeking to behave in a more mature manner since. 

2.  Because of this incident the Petitioner was arrested and on 

June 23, 2004, entered a plea of guilty to the offense of 

domestic violence (battery).  The Petitioner was given a year of 

probation, with the requirement that || attend anger management 

classes.  || attended the classes successfully and successfully 

completed his probation early, being released from probation by 
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the Court at the end of eight months.  The evidence shows that 

|| has had no other legal violations, either before or since the 

subject incident. 

3.  At the time of the incident, |||. was working at the ||||||| 

||||||||||| |||||||||||||| ||||||| |||| |||||).  The |||| is a 

Direct Service Provider for the Agency for Persons with 

Disabilities.  The Petitioner's employment has been in caring 

for physically or mentally disabled persons.  After the incident 

in question, |||| continued to work at |||| and did not notify 

them of the disqualifying offense referenced above.  || was 

employed at that facility until February 18, 2008. 

4.  On February 14, 2008, the Petitioner got involved in a 

physical altercation where || was "shoved" by a co-worker, and 

shoved the co-worker back.  The co-worker, a ||| |., apparently 

fell or by some means suffered a broken nose in the incident.  

Both |||| ||| ||| |. were terminated from |||| as a result of 

this incident.  It is to the Petitioner's credit that || sought 

to save ||| ||| job by taking the blame for the incident, 

although the facts shown by the testimony in this case are that 

the co-worker actually started the physical altercation with the 

Petitioner. 

5.  The Director of ||||| ||||||||| ||||||, testified on the 

Petitioner's behalf in this case.  She established that the 

Petitioner was a good worker and very skilled in caring for 
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disabled persons.  In describing the incident in her testimony 

she established that the Petitioner actually tried to save 

||||||| job before both were terminated because of the physical 

altercation between them. 

6.  After ||| termination from ||||, the Petitioner sought 

employment at the |||| ||||||| |||| || |||||||, another direct 

service provider for the Agency for Persons with Disabilities.  

When the Petitioner was screened for any criminal offenses, in 

connection with seeking employment at that facility or agency, 

the disqualifying offense involving the domestic violence 

battery charge and guilty plea was discovered. 

7.  |||| requested an exemption from disqualification after 

learning of the disqualification.  The Agency convened a fact-

finding workshop to interview the Petitioner and obtain 

information regarding ||| efforts at rehabilitation.  During 

that fact-finding workshop the Petitioner admitted that || had a 

previous altercation with ||| ||||||||||, which resulted in 

being charged with disorderly conduct.  There is no evidence 

that a conviction was entered against the Petitioner for that 

episode and it is apparent that ||| |||||||||| was actually the 

aggressor (threw a shoe at |||). 

8.  Upon completion of the fact-finding workshop, the 

Agency's personnel, including Mrs. Daw, who testified at 
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hearing, deliberated and determined that the exemption request 

should be denied. 

9.  Upon consideration of the candor and demeanor of the 

Petitioner and the witnesses in support of the Petitioner's 

position, as well as portions of the documentary evidence 

adduced by the Respondent agency, it is determined that the 

offense which caused the disqualification, the altercation the 

Petitioner had, in 2004, with ||| 40-year-old |||||| was not of 

a very serious nature, in terms of injury inflicted or risk to 

the victim or the Petitioner.  It is not clear which party to 

the altercation was the victim, as the sister was kicking the 

Petitioner violently in her own right.  The Petitioner struck 

the sister about the head.  In any event, no weapon was used and 

no significant injuries occurred, if at all, to the Petitioner's 

sister. 

10.  The altercation between the adult co-worker, ||| |. and the 

Petitioner, which resulted in the termination of both from 

employment, caused an injury to ||| |.'s nose, but it was not an 

injury of serious or long-lasting duration.  Neither was 

apparently charged concerning that incident and the evidence 

does not establish which party was at fault.  The evidence does 

show that the Petitioner was provoked by the actions and verbal 

acts of ||| |.   
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11.  The employer who terminated the Petitioner and |||||| 

testified on behalf of the Petitioner in this case and 

established ||| great skill as a caretaker of disabled persons.  

Her testimony was supportive of the Petitioner's position that 

|| is very talented in this type of employment, has a passion 

for working with disabled persons, and wishes it to be ||| life 

work. 

12.  The Petitioner established, with ||| testimony, that || is 

contrite and remorseful that the incident at issue occurred and 

that || has become a better person for the experience.  || is a 

regular attendee and leader in ||| church and church programs 

and has matured a great deal.  In light of ||| church 

involvement and the anger management counseling he has received, 

|| has learned to control ||| anger well. 

13.  More than five years have elapsed since the occurrence of 

the disqualifying incident.  The Petitioner's rehabilitation, in 

terms of ||| successful efforts to control anger, to be more 

tolerant of others and to become actively involved in church 

work has been successful.  No significant altercations, in terms 

of ||| conduct, have occurred since and none were shown to be 

||| fault.  Five years have elapsed since that incident and, 

moreover, it was an isolated incident in ||| life in any event.  

There is no evidence of any other such legal entanglement, 

charges or convictions before that time. 
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14.  In summary, it was a rather minimally serious incident 

which gave rise to the criminal conviction at issue.  The 

testimony and evidence concerning the Petitioner's 

rehabilitation, ||| clear and candid demonstration that || cares 

very much about a career working with disabled persons, is very 

desirous of doing good for others through this means, and the 

description of the improvements || has made in his life are 

convincing.  ||| personality and character have been improved or 

rehabilitated to an extent that || should be considered 

qualified to engage in the subject type of employment. 

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

15.  The Division of Administrative Hearings has 

jurisdiction of the subject matter of and the parties to this 

proceeding.  §§ 120.569 and 120.57, Fla. Stat. (2009). 

16.  The Petitioner bears the burden of proof in this 

proceeding, in accordance with Section 435.07(3), Florida 

Statutes (2008).  See also Florida Dept. of Transportation v. 

J.W.C. Company, Inc., 396 So. 2d 778, 785 (Fla. 1st DCA 1981). 

17.  Section 393.0655, Florida Statutes (2008), states in 

relevant part: 

(1)  MINIMUM STANDARDS.—The agency shall 
require level 2 employment screening 
pursuant to chapter 435 for direct service 
providers who are unrelated to their 
clients, including support coordinators, and 
managers and supervisors of residential 
facilities or comprehensive transitional 
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education programs licensed under this 
chapter and any other person, including 
volunteers, who provide care or services, 
who have access to a client's living areas, 
or who have access to a client's funds or 
personal property.  Background screening 
shall include employment history checks as 
provided in s. 435.03(1) and local criminal 
records checks through local law enforcement 
agencies.  

 . . .  
(2)  EXEMPTIONS FROM DISQUALIFICATION.— The 
agency may grant exemptions from 
disqualification from working with children 
or adults with developmental disabilities 
only as provided in s. 435.07.  

     18.  Section 435.04, Florida Statutes (2008), states in 
relevant part: 

(1)  All employees in positions designated 
by law as positions of trust or 
responsibility shall be required to undergo 
security background investigations as a 
condition of employment and continued 
employment.  For the purposes of this 
subsection, security background 
investigations shall include, but not be 
limited to, fingerprinting for all purposes 
and checks in this subsection, statewide 
criminal and juvenile records checks through 
the Florida Department of Law Enforcement, 
. . . and may include local criminal records 
checks through local law enforcement 
agencies.   

 . . .  
(4)  Standards must also ensure that the 
person: 

 . . .  
(b)  Has not committed an act that 
constitutes domestic violence as defined in 
s. 741.30.  
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     19.  Section 435.07, Florida Statutes (2008), states in 
relevant part: 
 

Unless otherwise provided by law, the 
provisions of this section shall apply to 
exemptions from disqualification.  

 
(1)  The appropriate licensing agency may 
grant to any employee otherwise disqualified 
from employment an exemption from 
disqualification for:  

 . . .  
(e)  Commissions of acts of domestic 
violence as defined in s. 741.30.  

 . . .  
(3)  In order for a licensing department to 
grant an exemption to any employee, the 
employee must demonstrate by clear and 
convincing evidence that the employee should 
not be disqualified from employment.  
Employees seeking an exemption have the 
burden of setting forth sufficient evidence 
of rehabilitation, including, but not 
limited to, the circumstances surrounding 
the criminal incident for which an exemption 
is sought, the time period that has elapsed 
since the incident, the nature of the harm 
caused to the victim, and the history of the 
employee since the incident, or any other 
evidence or circumstances indicating that 
the employee will not present a danger if 
continued employment is allowed. . .  

     20.  Section 741.28, Florida Statutes, (2008) states in 
relevant part: 

Domestic violence; definitions. - As used in 
ss. 741.28-741.31: 

 . . .  
2)  "Domestic violence" means any assault, 
aggravated assault, battery, aggravated 
battery, sexual assault, sexual battery, 
stalking, aggravated stalking, kidnapping, 
false imprisonment, or any criminal offense 
resulting in physical injury or death of one 
family or household member by another family 
or household member.  
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(3)  "Family or household member" means 
spouses, former spouses, persons related by 
blood or marriage, persons who are presently 
residing together as if a family or who have 
resided together in the past as if a family, 
and persons who are parents of a child in 
common regardless of whether they have been 
married.  With the exception of persons who 
have a child in common, the family or 
household members must be currently residing 
or have in the past resided together in the 
same single dwelling unit.  
 

21.  The Petitioner has met ||| burden of proof pursuant to the 

above-referenced statute, based upon ||| testimony and the other 

testimony || presented in support of ||| position, as well as 

the documents in evidence concerning the arrest and conviction, 

and other exhibits.  The Petitioner has generally had an 

excellent record working in the area of rehabilitation and 

training of disabled persons.  ||| past employer or supervisor 

indicated in her testimony that || was an excellent employee in 

this type of endeavor.  Although she had to terminate |||, it 

was because of a policy violation concerning the physical 

altercation between employees, and did not reflect on the way || 

performed his job.  She testified on ||| behalf in this 

proceeding.   

22.  Moreover, although, in addition to the 2004 conviction, the 

Agency relies on a purported arrest for an altercation between 

the Petitioner and ||| ||||||||||, the evidence does not contain 

any definitive information about that purported occurrence, 
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aside from an indication in an exhibit that ||| |||||||||| threw 

a shoe at |||.  There is no indication that || struck ||| 

||||||||||.  Moreover, and more to the point, however, an arrest 

without a conviction does not indicate any lack of 

rehabilitation, since the conviction which initiated the Agency 

action is the subject of this proceeding.  See C.L. v. Dept. of 

Children and Family Services, Case No. 04-4288 (DOAH September 

1, 2005). 

23. Clearly, the Petitioner's testimonial explanation at 

hearing, in this de novo context, is corroborated by the 

testimony of ||| mother, and other evidence referenced above.  

It shows that, in reality, || is adequately rehabilitated.  This 

is determined based upon the credible nature of ||| testimony, 

and that of ||| supporting witnesses, and balancing that against 

the rather minor nature of the conviction at issue, given the 

true facts and circumstances established at this hearing. 

24.  Because of the passage of time since the disqualifying 

conviction, the Petitioner's obvious passionate commitment to 

working with disabled persons, ||| desire to continue to do so, 

coupled with ||| good record in such work, it is determined that 

|| has been rehabilitated from the conviction at issue.  It is 

the only one for which || was disqualified and is the only 

actual conviction established in this record. 
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RECOMMENDATION  

Having considered the foregoing findings of fact, 

conclusions of law, the evidence of record and the candor and 

demeanor of the witnesses, it is, therefore,  

RECOMMENDED that a final order be entered by the Department of 

Children and Family Services granting an exemption to |||| from 

disqualification from working in a position of special trust or 

responsibility.  

DONE AND ENTERED this 28th day of August, 2009, in |||||||||||| 

|||| ||||||, Florida. 

 

S                                   

P. MICHAEL RUFF 
Administrative Law Judge 
Division of Administrative Hearings 
The DeSoto Building 
1230 Apalachee Parkway 
Tallahassee, Florida  32399-3060 
(850) 488-9675 
Fax Filing (850) 921-6847 
www.doah.state.fl.us 
 
Filed with the Clerk of the 
Division of Administrative Hearings 
this 28th day of August, 2009. 

 
 
COPIES FURNISHED: 
 
Rebecca Falcon Kapusta, Esquire 
Department of Children 
  and Family Services 
2383 Phillips Road 
Tallahassee, Florida  32308 
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|| || 
|||||||| || ||||||| 
 
Jonathan Grabb, Esquire 
Brian McGrail, Esquire 
Agency for Persons with Disabilities 
Office of the General Counsel 
4030 Esplanade Way, Suite 380 
Tallahassee, Florida  32399 
 
John Newton, General Counsel 
Agency for Persons with Disabilities 
Office of the General Counsel 
4030 Esplanade Way, Suite 380 
Tallahassee, Florida  32399 
 
James DeBeaugrine, Executive Director 
Agency for Persons with Disabilities 
Office of the General Counsel 
4030 Esplanade Way, Suite 380 
Tallahassee, Florida  32399 
 
 

NOTICE OF RIGHT TO SUBMIT EXCEPTIONS 
 
All parties have the right to submit written exceptions within 
15 days from the date of this Recommended Order.  Any exceptions 
to this Recommended Order should be filed with the agency that 
will issue the final order in this case. 
 
 
 


